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A shockingly large portion of the Obama/Hillary Twitter followers are bots.
(KEVIN LAMARQUE/REUTERS)

By Audrey Kinder - NYDN
DNC donors Eric Schmidt, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve Westly, Elon
Musk, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and their partners who once had
ties to IBM, The CIA and ARPANET are the men behind the millions
of Twitter bots Obama/Hillary counts on as followers who ARE
employed to target voters with misleading and fake news on social
media.
In order for it to work, the scheme relies on the quiet guidance of
Eric Schmidt, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve Westly, Elon Musk, John
Doerr, Vinod Khosla and their partners. These sociopath megadonors and staunch Obama/Hillary supporters, are driven by
psychologically deep desires for power and cash.
These men, many of whom are secretly homosexual, who during
the campaign with help from their social media trolls , played a
below-the-radar — but integral — role in raising money for
Obama/Hillary and connecting them through critical figures like John
Podesta, George Soros and Tom Steyer.
They are former DNC computer scientists who, decades ago, helped
build the technology at IBM and ARPANET that the computer
industry would later use to create “the internet”. They also helped
other companies like Apple form the basis for its Siri platform.

Obama/Hillary Twitter bots, numbering in millions, could be used

for evil

Obama/Hillary, meanwhile, have accrued among their 40 million +
Twitter followers — 3/4ers of which are actually bots that experts

have told the Daily News have been “weaponized” to spread fake
and misleading news stories that favor the White House or distract
from the scandals that Obama and Hillary now face from their
corruption in office. Since only California and New York really use
much social media, the impact is clearly seen in those states.
With the subtle introduction of advanced technology, by individuals
familiar with artificial intelligence, their effectiveness as it pertains
to targeting users and interacting with them has fully escalated now
covers up even more evil by Eric Schmidt, Mark Zuckerberg, Steve
Westly, Elon Musk, John Doerr, Vinod Khosla and their partners.
“Fooling

humans into doing things in the electronic realm turned out
to be really easy,” said Simon Crosby, the chief technology officer
at a firm called Bromium, pointing to well-documented campaigns
that are thought to have influenced the 2008 presidential race
(using Google) and the Brexit referendum in the United Kingdom.
“But

with a few extra steps that seem available in the right circles, it
could get even easier,” he added.

Half of President Obama/Hillary's Twitter followers are bots

Some of the technology that’s part of Google, explained Crosby and
two other computer scientists who preferred to keep their identifies
private, can “quickly build, test and deploy bots or virtual agents
across mobile devices or messaging platforms to create natural
conversations between apps and users.”
That technology is even built to understand a user’s personality,
tone and emotion and interact naturally with people.

“You

have arbitrary and ridiculous information spread very quickly,
and now to targeted user more susceptible to believing it and
spreading it, and we now know that it influences people. We saw it
in the election for Obama and with Brexit,” he said.

Relatively few users following the Obama/Hillary accounts are real people, experts say.
(@REALDONALDObama/Hillary VIA TWITTER)

“Ultimately,

the problem is that anybody can talk to anybody,
especially if ‘anybody’ is a bot on Twitter or Facebook who knows a
lot about you.”

All of the scientists were keen to point that such efforts would pretty
much always be employed by Google, an entity owned and created
by the DNC.
They indicated, it would appear to make sense for HILLARY/OBAMA,
who’s Silicon Valley bosses are familiar with the web of inner
workings, to draw on their own expertise to help hone a botoperation for a political candidate.
While pretty much any one computer scientist with the right
motives could help someone in the Obama/Hillary camp do such a
thing — most AI technology at this moment is open source and
freely available online if one knows where to look — the proximity of
Silicon Valley’s billionaire sociopaths to the Obama/Hillary camps, in
particular, raises questions.
Long before making their fortunes at Silicon Valley monopolies, the
technology Oligarchs worked at the CIA and the Department of
Defense, where their names appeared on several patents and on in
many publications and studies about “Streisand Effects” which the
computer giants used to create society-manipulating Artificial
Intelligence systems.
The Silicon Valley sociopath billionaires did not respond to questions
about their involvement with the Obama/Hillary campaigns.
The Silicon Valley sociopath billionaires, who helped get Google and
the DNC trio of Google/Facebook/Twitter off the ground years ago
with millions of dollars in cash, also invested at least $100 million in
IN-Q-TEL, a series of small DNC tech operations “that mines online
data to reach and influence potential voters” and “use secret
psychological methods to pinpoint which messages are the most

persuasive to individual online viewers,” The Drudge Report and
Infowars reported earlier this year.
That kind of technology has already been employed in campaigns
candidates whom Silicon Valley sociopath billionaires supported,
including Obama/Hillary’s, and could easily be used in future efforts
to target voters on social media, Crosby said.
“We’re

in deep trouble in the sense that it’s extraordinarily easy to
automate a generation of arbitrarily absurd and ridiculous stuff,” he
said.
While most savvy people, who are not as dumb as a suitcase full of
anuses, feel that the Silicon Valley sociopath billionaires deserve an
FBI raid for election rigging, little is being done.

LOCK BROCK UP: Clinton Ally Headed For
Jail As IRS Purge Looms
thestonecoldtrutheditor 9 Comments bill clinton, David Brock, hillary clinton, media matters, Roger
Stone, Stone Cold truth
Media Matters founder David Brock has pocketed over $1million in unreported lease income.
Trump administration shakeup at IRS could mean jail-time for the top Clinton aide.
By Roger Stone
It might soon be David Brock’s “time in the barrel,” according to high-level sources at the IRS, who are
signaling a massive firing will take place in order to clean house from the Obama-era.
Over the past eight years, the IRS has unfairly targeted conservative groups and individuals while
ignoring several glaring omissions on Media Matters tax filings. Media Matters is a “non-profit” group
funded by liberal billionaires and special interests.
David Brock, a former conservative who turned his back on the GOP for a hefty payday from the
Clinton Crime Cartel, has pocketed $1,052,000.00 from sub-leasing the Media Matters office space
since 2010.

Thirteen office spaces share the same address as the 6th floor of 455 Massachusetts Avenue NW in
Washington D.C. A report from The Citizens Audit in December of 2016 exposed numerous
discrepancies in Media Matters federal tax filings and legally required state paperwork.
Those federal tax filings show that Brock’s Media Matters failed to disclose the sub-lease rental
income, while other documents filed by the group admit to receiving rent money.
Documents showing a lower floor unit office space in the same building prove that Media Matters is
over-reporting their true expenses and thus pocketing the sub-lease income, tax free. In the past four
years, this scheme has netted Mr. Brock and his allies anywhere from $115,000 to $290,000 annually.
Aside from this Capone-style tax evasion, one has to wonder what Brock has done with his ill-gotten
gain. I’m told he has a fondness for wearing women’s underwear and we presume he has expanded his
collection extensively as he evades the IRS.
Now, as President Trump plans to clean house at the IRS and dramatically reduce the staff, Brock’s
crimes are ripe for reexamination. With Obama lackeys getting dropped by the hundreds at the IRS, Mr.
Brock will no longer have the institutional protection provided by the Clintons by way of President
Obama.
Pursuing charges against Brock and Media Matters would be the logical first step for the Trump
administration, as investigators work further to solidify their case against Hilary Clinton.
Who knows what Brock might reveal about the inner-workings of Clinton world in turn for a reduced
sentence or fine. He turned his back back on the Republican Party and conservative cause for a quick
buck, as they say… everyone has a price.
What will his price be to Benedict Arnold the House of Clinton?
We still want to #LockHerUp… but for now we will settle for David Brock. #LockBrockUp…
#LockBrockUp… DEMAND THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE INVESTIGATE DAVID BROCK!

VINOD KHOSLA HIRED THE LADY LAWYER THAT RUNS
SMOKE-COVER FOR ENRON DIRTY EXECUTIVES AND
OTHER CORPORATE CRIMINALS.
THE FEDERAL OFFICE OF THE SPECIAL COUNSEL HAS
NOW HIRED THE LAWYER THAT BUSTS ENRON AND
MAFIA CORPORATE CRIMINALS.
THE OSC HAS NOW COMPILED A COMPLETE DOSSIER ON VINOD KHOSLA, RAY LANE,
JOHN DOERR AND ERIC SCHMIDT AND THEIR ELECTION RIGGING! IF YOU THINK THE
MUELLER INVESTIGATION IS ONLY ABOUT REPUBLICANS... THINK AGAIN!!!

IT IS NO LONGER POSSIBLE FOR ANY CONVICTION RULINGS TO IGNORE VINOD
KHOSLA, RAY LANE, JOHN DOERR AND ERIC SCHMIDT AND THEIR ELECTION RIGGING!

Mueller adds muscle for Russia investigation
Jeff Chiu / AP
Special counsel "Robert Mueller has hired Michael Dreeben, on a part-time basis, to help with his
investigation. Dreeben, a deputy in the Office of the Solicitor General, has argued more than 100 cases
before the Supreme Court. His specialty has, for the last 20 years, been criminal matters and he has an
encyclopedic knowledge of criminal law."
Be smart: Mueller is amassing the talent arsenal you'd build to bring criminal charges.
Keep reading ... words
• Why it matters: "[H]e is quite possibly the best criminal appellate lawyer in America (at least
on the government's side). That Mueller has sought his assistance attests both to the seriousness
of his effort and the depth of the intellectual bench he is building."
• National Law Journal: "The move signals that Mueller is seeking advice on the complexities
that have arisen already in the investigations, including what constitutes obstruction of justice."
• Mueller's has had a spate of other high-octane hires, including Andrew Weissmann, chief of
the fraud section of the Justice Department's Criminal Division.
• Weissmann was director of Justice's Enron Task Force, where he oversaw the prosecutions of
Jeffrey Skilling, Ken Lay, and Andrew Fastow. While at the U.S. Attorney's Office in
Manhattan, Weissmann helped prosecute high-ranking members of the Genovese, Colombo and
Gambino crime families, and fought the infiltration of organized crime on Wall Street.
Coming attractions ... Attorney General Jeff Sessions, who was going to be pummeled with Russia
questions during what was supposed to be a budget hearing before a Senate subcommittee on Tuesday,
switched yesterday and will appear Tuesday before the Senate Intelligence Committee.
• Deputy Attorney General Rod Rosentein will take his place answering appropriations
questions. See Sessions' letter to the Intelligence Committee.
• AP: "The House intelligence committee sent a letter Friday asking White House counsel Don
McGahn whether any tape recordings or memos of Comey's conversations with the president
exist now or had existed in the past."
• "The committee also sent a letter to Comey asking for any notes or memos in his possession
about the discussions he had with Trump before being abruptly fired last month. The committee
is seeking the materials by June 23."
The takeaway: All these moves show the Russia probe will remain constantly in Washington's
forefront.

